
	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

UPCOMING EVENTS 
U8 & U9 Derby 
Under Lights 

Friday 5 August  
Come and support our future footy stars in the making as 

they battle it out under lights on Friday 5 August. 

The first game starts at 4:30pm, followed by all other 
games at 6pm.   

Join us for Fish and Chips in the club rooms afterwards – 
the Tiges v Pies will be on TV.   

 



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

Rosie Batty Luncheon 
Saturday, August 13th  

12:00pm  3:00pm 

489 Glenferrie Rd Toorak 

	  

Tickets still available 	  

 



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

Finals Club Nights 
5:30pm Sunday 14 August   

5:30pm Sunday 21 August   

5:30pm Sunday 28 August   
 

 
 

You don’t have to be in finals to celebrate all the 
excitement of finals. Everyone is welcome to come down and 

show their support to the teams that go all the way!   

 

Join us for Coach’s Presentations, Player Interviews, Ash’s 
Wheel and an Ashburton Meats Meat Tray Raffle. 



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mad Sunday (Presentation Day) 

Sunday 11 September 
You had a blast at our Season Launch so let’s do it all 

again at an end of season celebration.   

 

All teams will gather together at Burwood Reserve for team 
presentations and then the fun can begin!   

Schedules and more details coming soon. 

Mad Sunday 
September 11  



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

 

MILESTONE GAMES 
100 GAMES 
Ryan Valentine 

Sam Dinneen 

50 GAMES 
Oliver Moore 

Laurence Panozzo 
 

	    



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

 

POPE 
PACKAGING 

Under 9 Red 	  
	   	  

Coach:	  Matt	  Pietsch	  

Q1: Age group Under 9 Red 
•  

Q2: Match Summary 
The penultimate game of the year made the back line work 
overtime while the forward were left basking in the winter 
sun. Kade and Ollie P gave their best efforts in the middle 
and Evan was high flying with a strong pack mark. Bailey 
worked in defence with Dozer and Henry applying pressure 
and working the ball back out of the defensive area.  
 
The 2nd quarter was another slog, with Ollie G getting hands 
on it in the middle. Ollie P was fantastic in defence with 
strong tackles and long kicks out of the back area. Jonesy 
tackle hard and Swift supported well as the opposition over 
run them.  
 
The 3rd Quarter gave Taylor a chance to run in the middle 
and he found plenty of the ball, Tyson helped through the 
midfield with some pivotal touches. Tom D & Tom V & Tom 
W battled in deference and managed to stem the flow of 
goals to below previous quarters.  
 
The final stanza brought Josh in the guts and this brought 
some forwards thrust into the attacking zone, with Ollie G 
getting the break through. 

Q3: Best players 
Ollie Pietsch (Medal) 
Q4: Goal Kicker 
Ollie Grogan 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Ollie G with his inspirational effort to end the goal drought in 
the final term. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Tom Davies & Evan Ryan for their running down of the 
player and working together to apply pressure and force a 
free kick in our favour 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Bailey Currie for his courage to run back with flight of the ball 
to take crowd pleasing mark 
Q8: Top team player 
Charlie Ryan for his great chase in the last quarter to cause 
a turn over from the opposition. 
Q9:  Tackle King 
Benny Jones was the master again this week, just edging out 
Ollie Pietsch and Bailey Currie. 
Completed by 

• Assistant Coach 

 	  

	  

Friends 
Pharmacy 
Under 9 
Black 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Simon	  Miller	  

Q1: Age group 
• Under 9 Black 

Q2: Match Summary 
Surrey Park hosted us today on a slow & wet track. With our 
usual coaches absent, we were lucky to have Nick Dowling 
and Simon Glover step up to ably fill the breach. Instructions 
were clear - remember our usual structures, want the ball 
more, get in front, and look for quick handball disposals. The 
umpire set expectations early with only 2 handed controlled 
marks paid, and quick & correct disposals expected. After 

any prior opportunity he didn't hesitate to call 'ball' and award 
a free kick. Our boys usual style of playing on & beating the 
man on the mark brought them unstuck a few times, with 
Surrey Park reacting quickly in defense and making tackles 
stick. Surrey Park got away to a good start, with 3 quick 
goals (albeit at the hands of our loaned player). We clawed 
one back late in the 1st quarter, and then after a steadying 
coaches' speech the game evened up in the 2nd and 3rd 
quarters. The entire game was hard fought, with every 
contest hard won, and the teams mostly even for size and for 
pace. The opposition coach laughed that we were 'stacking 



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

the team in their favor' (being a player short, we loaned them 
one each quarter to even up) but then made the point to all 
players and parents at the end of the game acknowledging 
the excellent sportsmanship shown by Ashy coaches and 
players. Overall, an even game, played hard with good skills 
shown by both teams. As we near the end of the U9 season, 
the higher standards being set by umpires & coaches, and 
skills on display by the players are setting the team up well 
for the step up into U10s next season. 
Q3: Best players 
Mitchell Hall, Ryan Corcoran, Ben Syme, Declan Collett 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Goal Kickers for Ashy: Kurt Zvirbulis (2), Ben Miller (1), 
James Orton (1), Jamon Neilson (1), Cooper Fry (1). Goal 
Kickers for SP: Ben Miller (2), Riley Langkau (1) 
Q5: Goal of the day 

Ben Miller (kicked 2 for Surrey as a fill in player in Q1, and 
unselfishly centred to a Surrey Park player for what could 
have been his 3rd. Then kicked one for Ashy in Q3). 
Q6: Play of the day 
Pollo Chicken Award: Ben Syme - one of his best games of 
the year. Tigeroy Money Box: Kurt Zvirbulis - safe down 
back, reading it well & sweeping through for defensive 
marks. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Declan Collett - solid across Centre Half forward - taking a 
few nice chest marks. 
Q8: Top team player 
Opposition Medals: Mitchell Hall, Ryan Corcoran Special 
mention: Snowy Evans (came off injured mid game) 
Q9: Completed by Team Manager	  

 
 
 

	  

Under 9 
White 

	   	  
Coach:	  Simon	  Goodwin	  

Round 14, 31 July 2016 Ashy White v Glen Iris Gladiators –  

Match report by Mark Branagan  

Under 9s And so it inevitably had to come to this. Fourteen rounds into a 15 round season and still the Coaching Riddle remained 
unsolved. This time it was the annual team photo at club HQ, Burwood Reserve that provided the platform. As our squad of angelic 
fresh-faced Under 9 White heroes took up their position under directions from a no-nonsense studio director who could probably 
solve Rio's Olympics logistics nightmare in a heartbeat, the inevitable question came booming out: "Right, next….the coach". 
Awkward silence. "Who's the coach?". And with this painful question still hanging in the air, no less than six, that's correct six men 
sporting a range of grey tracky pants, black shorts and hoodies rushed forward together like one of those Boxing Day Special sales 
stampedes.  

Awkward moments volume II. Goody Goodwin, JR Reid, Chainsaw Adams, Wow Jones, 'Clear and Present' Grainger and even 
Peter Mumbles Martin threw his hat in the ring as the half dozen presented themselves as the rightful team coach, to be captured 
for posterity on the celluloid. But fortunately, our photographic director sensed trouble, resolving the diplomatic impasse by handing 
out five Redbacks club polo shirts for the Super Six.  

One of this hardy handful had to miss out and be magnanimous about his place in history. To his credit, Wow Jones graciously took 
one for the team, nobly stepping out of the picture frame and leaving the Five to claim coaching glory. Still, it's probably fair to say 
that Jones has had his fair share of incidental glory in the past, playing in six successive Old Xavs VAFA A Grade premiership 
teams despite barely appearing on the training track throughout each home and away season1 . 

Others to be left high and dry included our high-rolling philatelic powerbroker Paul Urquhart and strategy manager Ben 'Huggo' 
Huggins, cruelly lured north to a family function in Queensland – both men stranded like some broken-hearted would-be brides 
missing out on the last red rose on The Bachelor. And in a piece of supreme irony, senior coach Goodwin had to dash off to the 
MCG straight after the photos for an AFL clash leaving JR Reid to handle the senior coaching duties.  

This penultimate game for 2016 was a return bout against traditional rivals, the Glen Iris Gladiators on our rightful home turf, 
Burwood Upper. A fine clear morning defied Weather Bureau predications making for excellent conditions. Despite a brilliant last-
minute lobbying campaign for the skipper's role by Teddy 'Betts' Hall, this week's capitaes o dia (Portugese in honour of the 
Olympics) were Lach 'the Gate' Gough and Ev Dog McMahen.  

We were also lucky to have some genuine St Cecilia's school royalty looking on in the form of Grade 3 teacher Gavin Griffith who 
made the early-morning journey to support the boys, in the process looking so pumped up that he could have almost been out on 



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

the ground himself. This surprising regal theme was then quickly reinforced by the appearance of Steve 'Are you all Done' Gough 
who bounced up to the boundary line wearing a tweed houndstooth hunting jacket that looked more like something out of Downton 
Abbey which he apparently used to wear on game shooting trips in the UK (true story).  

But it was the game before our eyes that really caught our attention as this match started at a cracking pace. Both sides went flat 
chat from the bounce with a blistering burst from Jayden 'Rowdy' Reid, strong pack marking from the B Double, Jonny Branagan 
and fearless roving from Eddie 'Good News' Goodwin and the Diamond Luca Dal Pozzo. By the first break, stand-in coach JR Reid 
revealed the polished gem that is his searching game-day strategy, empowering the players with self-analysis and task orientation, 
"So back line, what do we do now?" The Edge, Ethan Georgiades was first to reply, "is that Mr Griffith over there?"  

And so the match cranked up a few notches higher with goals galore. The Gladiators were fast, skilled and played with a great 
spirit. Ashy responded with superb output from the Leap of Faith, Lucas Huggins, the Professor George Adams and the 
Masterpiece, Pat Harmon who nailed a miraculous major from the boundary. Huggins then lined up again with a longer run up than 
Ben Brown before Ev Dog McMahen pulled down a pack screamer running away from the ball and then straddling his opponent.  

This was champagne football and the party really kicked off as the Ashy under 11s set up a cheer squad for the final stanza. With 
the backing of a roaring crowd, the Redbacks lifted again – Teddy Hall barging 1 Source – Old Xaverian's club historian, Michael 
Blood - 2 - packs like a bulldozer looking for a wall, Grinder Grainger weaving tackles and Lethal Louis Jones unloading his basket 
of skills. But the day's highlight was the goal-scoring barrage by Josh 'The Warden' Martin. Despite having been taught alleged 
right-footed kicking skills by his father, Mumbles Martin (a leftfooted tagging negator of the Old School), younger middle son, the 
Warden nailed every opportunity in a classic performance.  

This was a high-scoring blitz which brought back memories of the '70 grand final, almost as if the Redbacks were playing with 22. 
Well done to both sides. This week is the final round Derby v Ashy B on Friday night – not to be missed.  

Best: McMahen, Gough, Martin, Hall, Harmon, Grainger, Branagan, Huggins  

Goals: Martin 3, Harmon 2, Simionato, Grainger, Goodwin, Reid, Jones 1. 

Evolution 
Business 
Systems 
Under 10 

Green 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Lisa	  Drought	  

Q1: Age group 
• Under 10 Green 

Q2: Match Summary 
Our third game against Kew Comets for the year and the first 
time we've played them at their home ground. This provided 
us with a chance to play where this week's Lightning 
Premiership will be held so it was good to get orientated with 
the ground and facilities. As always, it was a competitive 
match and it was pleasing to get home with another good 
win. 
Q3: Best players 
The team was well led by Fergs who had a good game. 
Noah was outstanding and was well supported by Kit, Mack, 
Spider, Archie RD and Riley. I loved Tom RB's game and he 
was a deserved winner of the opposition medal. Well done 
Tom! 
Q4: Goal Kickers 

We had multiple goal kickers across the game, kicking 5 
goals 7 for the day. 
Q5: Goal of the day 
We've been practicing on a few new set plays at training and 
in the first quarter one of them actually worked and resulted 
in a great goal to Mack. 
Q6: Play of the day 
I really liked Archie RD's delivery out of full back to the 
smooth moving Cooper who took a great mark. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Tom S took a couple of great grabs and quite a few of the 
boys had sticky hands on Sunday. 
Q8: Top team player 
The two Joeys - Joe E and Joe C - both put their heads over 
the ball all day and worked hard to the advantage and 
benefit of the team. 
Q9: Completed by Coach 



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

BSGM 
Under 10 

Black 	   	   	  
Coach:	  Marcus	  Marshall	  

Q1: Age group 
• Under 10 Black 

Q2: Match Summary 
Our last home and away game for the season was played at 
Burwood and the boys started well kicking 5 goals in the first 
quarter with the first goal taking 30 seconds when Tom 
Connellan knocked down to Jamie Blackman who ran and 
banged it forward to James McLisky who picked it up on the 
run and kicked a lovely long goal. The focus for the game 
was, get the ball, support the player with the ball, move the 
ball quickly to space and run. Tom Connellan played well in 
the ruck while Robbie Graham and Jacob Johnston provided 
great support with the in and under in the first half. With a 
couple of the usual ball getters being requested to play on 
the outside and behind the ball some terrific talk, spread and 
switching occurred. After halftime the game became very 
congested as the opposition pushed every player up and 
around the ball, but the boys persisted with some kicks 
across the ground to open up the play. As a result of the 
congestion we had plenty of boys getting in and under and 
feeding the ball out in Zac, Finn, Henry, Paddy Sharp and 
Samuel Robertson did some great work. There was some 
great outside run came from Emerson, Patrick Miller, Ethan 
and Charlie King Terrific strong marks were taken by James 
McLisky (for Ashie and also for Brunswick), James Jonsen, 
Jamie Blackman, Mac, Patrick Sutherland and Noah 
Parkinson. Tom Trnacek was resolute in defence preventing 
several goals A great team effort resulting in 21 scoring 
shots to 1. 
Q3: Best players 

Jamie Blackman, Emerson Hodder, James Jonsen, Mac 
Marshall, James McLisky, 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
James Jonsen (3), Jamie Blackman (2), Ethan Saunders (2), 
Finn Hopkins (1), Henry Docherty (1), James McLisky (1), 
Robbie Graham (1) and Emerson Hodder (1) 
Q5: Goal of the day 
James Jonsen snap from the boundary as well Jamie 
Blackmans reverse banana from the boundary 
Q6: Play of the day 
The first 30seconds of the game when Tom Connellan 
knocked down to Jamie Blackman who ran and banged it 
forward to James McLisky who picked it up on the run and 
kicked a lovely long goal. Equally as good was the James 
Jonsen feed out of the pack to a Jamie Blackman call for the 
ball, who then scooted around the boundary and kicked long 
to Ethan who kicked long and through the legs of players to 
score a goal 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
James McLisky strong mark at CHB while playing for the 
opposition, had the opposition bench out of there seats 
pleading for this boy to remain a North Brunswick boy. 
Q8: Top team player 
Charlie King and James McLisky for helping out the 
opposition and both playing very well for them. Jacob 
Johnston, Paddy Sharp, Tom Connellan and Samuel 
Robertson for having a real crack at the ball and the contest 
today. 
Q9: Completed by Coach

 

 

MAXA 
Plumbing 
Under 10 

White 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Simon	  Martin	  

Q1: Age group 
• Under 10 White 

Q2: Match Summary 
A second trip to Warrandyte, with unbelievably the sun 
shining again. This time instead of playing on the lush green 
main oval, we were sent to the dung heap down the back, 

which obviously hasn't seen too much sun this winter. This 
little oval widened our boys eyes, a 30m 'fifty' with many of 
them showing ambition of kicking one from the 'fifty'. That's 
how we started lashing and slashing shots from the 'fifty' with 
a fairly predictable return of 0-3. Eventually teamwork 
prevailed and the long shots became chips to leads with 



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

Charlie and Hugh slotting home before Benji steered in the 
3rd. Our best first quarter performance for the season and 
we waited for the opposition to fight back. In between we lost 
our umpire who was promoted to the u11s game on the nice 
oval as their umpire didn't show. A quite appalling lack of 
respect for the boys at u10s to be told that their game didn't 
matter as much. A valiant parent umpire stepped in from 
Warrandyte. In the second we played pretty well, but only 
one goal to add through Luke sneaking onto a loose ball and 
sending one home with the outside of the boot. In the 3rd we 
entered coasting mode and lost a couple of goals, scoring 
none. We played a man down for most of that quarter with 
some high hits from the opposition benching a couple of our 
players. Can't help but think the yjfl umpire would have 
spotted them. At three quarter time we resolved to 
concentrate on the footy and pass to our team mates in 
better spots. Four goals was the reward. Luke, Charlie, Ben 
P (from Eddies pocket) and Rylan on the scoresheet, with 
Rylan also setting up two of the goals from tremendous 
passes. 4th quarter made it more comfortable than it felt at 
times, and the home and away season finished, the boys are 
looking forward to the Lightning premiership 

Q3: Best players 
Rylan, Luke, Nick, Cam, Will SR, Fidel, Charlie, Danny, 
Aidan, Spencer, Harry, Hugh 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Charlie 2, Luke 2, Ben P, Rylan, Benji, Hugh 
Q5: Goal of the day 
The textbook kick into 50 to advantage from Rylan, who 
found Charlie leading Riewoldt like, body protecting the ball. 
He kicked, truly and high through the sticks. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Rylan again, with a paddle and sweeping overhead handball 
to Benji who slotted home. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Will SR with a climbing mark over a couple of opposition 
players 
Q8: Top team player 
Nick took home the medal and was top tackler all day, 
pushed close by Rylans passing and team work and Cam's 
head over the ball work. 
Q9: Completed by Coach 

	  

	  

	  

Under 11 
Red 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Greg	  Lasscock	  

Ashburton	  R	  	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   8.6-‐54	  

Ivanhoe	  W	   	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   2.4-‐16	  

Q1: Age group 
• Under 11 Red 

Q2: Match Summary 
Facing top team Ivanhoe, the boys underlined their vast 
improvement over the season with a convincing victory. 
Playing superb team football and displaying an insatiable 
desire to be first to the ball, the boys efforts were outstanding 
right across the ground. The win sets us up nicely for finals 
and a strong exciting finish to the season. 
Q3: Best players 
Kotis, Hearn, Caruso, Francis, Mazza, Velona 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Docherty 2, Mazza, Gossan, Francis, Macmillan, Parkinson, 
Lasscock all 1 each. 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Billy Macmillan 
Q6: Play of the day 
Team effort to switch the ball and run run run. 

Q7: Mark of the Day 
Rory Finestone and Oscar Parkinson 
Q8: Top team player 
Billy Macmillan, Alex Karpathakis and Joey Tuszynski for 50 
game milestones 
Q9: Completed by Coach	  
	  

	  

	  

	  



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

Under 11 
Green 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Dale	  Rowley	  

Banyule	  M	   	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   8.10-‐58	  

Ashburton	  G	  	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   6.3-‐39	  

Q1: Age group 
• Under 11 Green 

Q2: Match Summary 
Ashy u11 Green returned to Banyule for the second time this 
season, keen to atone for a match that got away last time we 
played. After a slow start to the quarter Ashy Green started 
to find their groove with Leo Edwards and Charlie Nancarrow 
tackling hard, Leigh Bouyoukas putting in a big defensive 
effort and James Kerr providing run. We started to move the 
ball quickly into our forward line. Charlie N built a wall at half-
forward sending the ball back into our forward line where Will 
McQueen goaled. Leo's strong work in our forward line 
enabled us to get the ball to Zack Thurman who provided a 
slick pass to Charlie N who slotted the goal. We continued 
our attack on the goal, with Thomas Voller having a shot at 
goal, Luka Best looking dangerous, Zack showing some 
smart foot skills, and Lachie Harkness marking and goaling 
on the siren. In the second quarter our focus was to be hard 
at the ball and to win the battle at the bottom of the pack. 
Ollie Hobday set the tone for the quarter, while Ollie 
McKerral, Harry Stack, Lachie and Charlie N continued to 
tackle hard. Leo also continued his tough play from the first 
quarter. While Banyule started to win more of the ball, we 
were able to work the ball forward where Angus McCleery 
kicked a captain's goal in heavy traffic. Harry was providing a 
great target at centre-half forward taking two screamers for 
the quarter. While James K showed the opposition the 
strength in his kicking putting through a goal from a long way 
out. Our backline fought hard for the quarter with James 
Edgar beating his man one-on-one to save a goal. However, 
towards the end of the quarter we lessened our defensive 
effort enabling Banyule to score an easy goal. In the third 
quarter Banyule started to get on top and our backline was 
under siege. Leigh, Ferg Ekins and Ollie Egerton were 
desperate up back and helped limit the damage. While Elijah 
was tough on the wing and at centre-half forward putting a 
big bump on the opposition. Our midfield continued to work 
hard with Thomas providing first use of the ball while Harry, 
Ned Clements and Ollie H were busy around the ground. 
James K won the ball well on the wing providing a bullet 
pass to Ryan Edmonds who marked well. While Ollie Mc, 
James E and Ferg looked dangerous up forward. The end 
result was that we were 8 points down at the last change. In 
the last quarter we came out fighting, with our midfield led by 
Thomas continuing to work hard. Charlie Matthews looked 
dangerous up forward, snapping a great goal to keep us in 
the match. Elijah, James E and Angus fought hard down 

back to stop Banyule's attacks. However, in the end we didn't 
stick close enough to the opposition and they got away from 
us to score a good win. A great effort in the first half boys, 
with the second half teaching us the importance of staying 
close to our opponents when they have the ball. Let's reload 
for a big effort in our last game against the Preston Bullants. 
If we take the same effort into next week's game combined 
with a greater focus on being accountable for our opponent 
we will be very difficult to beat. Thank-you to our Co-
Captains Angus McCleery and Charlie Matthews for their 
wise words to their teammates, and to Sean Egan battling 
through illness (get well soon Sean). Congratulations to 
Thomas Voller for winning the opposition medal, and to 
Elijah Bazley (being hard at the ball) and Ned Clements 
(defensive rebounding) for winning the coaches' awards. 
Q3: Best players 
Ollie Hobday, James Kerr, Thomas Voller, Harry Stack, 
Lachie Harkness, Charlie Nancarrow 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Will McQueen - 1, Charlie Nancarrow - 1, Lachie Harkness - 
1, Angus McCleery - 1, James Kerr - 1, Charlie Matthews - 1 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Charlie Matthews winning the loose ball in the last quarter, 
evading a couple of Banyule players, then taking a snap at 
goal from a long way out, which just rolled over the line to 
keep us in the game. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Leo Edwards winning the ball deep in the forward line in the 
first quarter with tough play and passing it to Zack Thurman, 
who evaded a player and handballed to Charlie Nancarrow, 
who snapped a terrific goal. A great team goal! 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Harry Stack flying high on the wing to take a big overhead 
mark over two Banyule players in the second quarter. This 
was the second of two screamers that Harry took for the 
quarter. 
Q8: Top team player 
Elijah Bazley for being hard at the ball and setting the 
standard for the rest of the team. Elijah provided some 
strong play in the third quarter in particular when the going 
was tough to keep us in the game. This was especially 
commendable considering Elijah suffered a hard knock at 
basketball during the week. 
Q9: Completed by Coach	  
	  



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

 

Ashburton 
Meats 

Under 11 Black 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Matt	  Burns	  

Fitzroy	  3	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   9.9-‐63	  

Ashburton	  B	  0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   7.0-‐42	  

Q1: Age group 
• Under 11 Black 

Q2: Match Summary 
Wow, where does the coach start this weekend with the 
report? In a “Must” win game, the boys got off to an absolute 
flying start. Actually, this is probably the first and last time 
you’ll hear me say this but the fast start probably worked 
against us in the end. At halftime and 23 points in front, the 
coach from Fitzroy had to take action to stop the brutal attack 
from our Ashy Blacks. He decided to tag a few of our boys 
and take them out of the game. This was a big turning point 
and totally understandable. We went straight into defensive 
mode and changed the team in the hope of combatting these 
tactics. Everything was running okay until our ever reliable 
and gun fullback “Whitey” copped a bad knock to the knee 
and had to be taken off. It was all panic on the coach’s 
bench as we tried to make the adjustments, but Fitzroy just 
came hard at us when we were in a vulnerable position. I 
take my hat off to the Fitzroy team and Coaches. They 
played a great game with plenty of run and in good spirits, 
thoroughly deserving the win and potentially a spot in the 
finals. If we don’t make the finals, I’m sure with the team they 
had out there on Sunday, they will go a long way to playing 
in the Grand final. So here is the GOOD NEWS - We still 
have a 50 / 50 chance of playing finals football. Let’s not get 
bogged down in the “What could have been” and look 
positively at the game ahead. St Mary’s play Fitzroy at their 
home ground this Sunday. Until a few weeks ago, St Marys 
were 3rd on the ladder and the last time they played Fitzroy 
they actually beat them by 34 points to 22! What this means 
is, if St Marys turn up this Sunday they could beat any team 

in the competition. All we have to do is make certain we play 
at our very best and Beat Banyule and then fingers crossed 
that St Marys can pull off a big win. It’s a 50/50 equation and 
we must be certain we give ourselves every chance by 
keeping our part of the deal and beat Banyule C This 
Sunday down out Ferndale. We have a great team and we 
deserve to be in those finals so don’t lose the faith boys. 
Ashy Blacks are here for the long haul into the finals. Keep 
those heads up and let’s go on a full steam, nothing to lose 
attack this Sunday. Show us all what you are made off! 
Q3: Best players 
Lach Bruzer Mcneil, Alex The Amazing Axaris, Oscar Whitey 
White, Preston Cappa Burns , Jimmy JIMMY Gorman and 
Xavier Super Sub Burns 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Lach Bruzer Mcneil 2 Cappa 2 Angus Thunderstruck Kenny 
2 Will The Tower Purple 1 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Angus "Thunderstruck" Kenny two huge contested marks 
and straight kick at goals 
Q6: Play of the day 
Our Super Sub XMAN Xavier playing in the under 10's at 
Richmond then sprinting across to Fitzroy and straight onto 
the field to take a goal saving mark in defence 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Josh Webbs mark running backwards - full on courage 
Q8: Top team player 
Alex Axaris - never stopped trying his guts out 
Q9: Completed by Coach	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

Morgans 
Under 
12 Red 	   	   	  

Coach:	  Phil	  Hine	  
	  

Camberwell	  1	   0.0	   	   0.0	   	   1.0-‐6	   	   2.1-‐13	  

Ashburton	  R	  	   2.4-‐16	   3.8-‐26	   4.10-‐34	   4.11-‐35	  

Q1: Age group 
• Under 12 Red 

Q2: Match Summary 
This week we played our neighbours Camberwell. We knew 
we were in for a tough contest as this side played in the 
prelim final in Gold last year and defeated us earlier in the 
season. We started in a very fast and aggressive fashion but 
had problems in front of goal yet came in at the first change 
2 goals up. The boys did not let up in the 2nd Q. and came in 
at the main break 26pts. up as well as not allowing the 
opposition to score. The second half was again of high 
standard with the boys once again being rewarded from 
recent efforts in games and a near 100% turn out at training 
all year to run out victors by 23 pts. Having put 2 fantastic 
wins in a row we look forward to our final game this week 
with a great deal of confidence. I would also like to make a 
point of the brilliant night and atmosphere at the Club on 
Sunday night where a number of our lads recieved their 50 

game caps to the rousing applause of the large turn out of 
our families. 
Q3: Best players 
Wolters Haylock Ferguson Baker Hine Bell ODonell Groves 
Malki Horne H.Jones 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Bell Jacotine Wolters Horne 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Bell 
Q6: Play of the day 
Just the sheer intensity of our start, brilliant ! 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Mashni P.Jones 
Q8: Top team player 
Petracca Richards Dunlop Bowen Blaike 
Q9: Completed by Coach	  

FITZROYS 
Under 12 

Green 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Bill	  Mithen	  

Ashburton	  G	  	   	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   1.3-‐9	  

Hawthorn	  Citizens	  N	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   11.9-‐75	  
Round 14, 31 July 2016 Ashy Green under 12s v Hawthorn Citizens –  

Match report by Mark Branagan  

No question about it. In the words of the late great Freddie Mercury and his haunting duet with David Bowie, the Redbacks were 
Under Pressure. Round 14 at home on Burwood Lower with a line-up jam-packed with the confidence of last week's massive win 
against Balwyn (8th and 5-8), the Ashy Redbacks (5th and 8-5) took on traditional rivals, the 4th placed Hawthorn Citz (8-5) who 
were just coming off an 85 point thumping by 3rd placed Kew Comets (8-5) who had lost to the Redbacks three weeks ago in a 
game of traditional rivalry. But while the Redbacks could hardly afford to lose to the Citz, the YJFL ladder resembled a peak-hour 8 
to 5 Punt Road bottleneck with four teams between second and fifth position stuck on 8-5 (got all that?).  



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

Our Ashy heroes had it all to play for on Sunday as defeat meant likely exclusion from the finals. Or, victory meant salvation. Or, as 
Freddie Mercury put it "Why can't we give ourselves, give ourselves, give ourselves, one more chance?" Or, as Senior Coach Bill 
'the Bible' Mithen put it succinctly pre-match, "this penultimate game gives us a second last chance to reprieve the hangman's 
noose and survive'. Or, as former Melbourne coach Mark Neeld would have said, "it is what it is".  

But the first real sign of the impending pressure explosion materialised when the Big Show Jim McCarthy's dad, Nails McCarthy 
pulled out as boundary umpire before the match, citing soft tissue concerns and hamstring tightness and offering Jim's mum Judy a 
$50 cash reward to replace his scheduled svelte sideline sprint work with her own. As it was, Jude took to the task with relish, the 
best presented of boundary umpires this year with a speed and ball-throwing technique that left recent boundary tossers (Bourke, 
Boulter, Davies, Waring etc) looking like they had been wearing gumboots filled with treacle and running in quicksand. 

 In fine and sunny conditions with no wind to speak of, the Redbacks started with genuine purpose gaining great drive from James 
Davies and Joel Bennett through the middle. What pressure? Typical of recent matches, the opening was scrambly and despite 
having a considerable amount of possession early, the Redbacks failed to convert. It was an ominous sign.  

The Hawthorn Citz withstood the early challenge and rebounded quickly. Within minutes the momentum shifted as the Citz broke 
through and banged on the goals. It was only through some fabulous defensive marking by the Towering Inferno, Angus Perry, 
tackling by Matty 'Lifetime Warranty' Jefferson and some intelligent positional play by the Forward Formerly Known as the Human 
Ponytail, Oscar Boulter that the Redbacks were able to stay in touch until the long break.  

The pressure was now well and truly back on the Redbacks for a massive turnaround and salvation of the season. However the 
visiting Citz continued to streak away after the half and seize on frequent Ashy mistakes with some fine direct football and goal 
scoring. The home side presented well through the strong efforts of 'Danger' Will Robertson in the forward line, Leesh 'the Beast' 
Navaneetharaja, the Velvet Axe, Aden Shinnick, the Shadow Ed Harmon and the Hammer, Hamish Toohey. The Tarmac Gus 
Simpfendorfer also tried hard to break through the congestion but was frustrated by the Citz' unrelenting pressure. And in a solitary 
goal scoring effort, the Big Show marked and kicked truly on the three quartertime siren. That was it for the day.  

But for some reason, the football gods still found the time to smile upon our hard-working Redbacks. Despite the massive defeat, 
second-placed Kew Comets fell to a heartbreaking one point loss dropping them to 4th on the ladder (8-6), on the same number of 
wins as the Ashy Redbacks (8-6). Accordingly, the season remains alive. If the Redbacks are able to defeat traditional rivals, 
Fitzroy (6-8) this weekend and Kew loses to Bulleen Templestowe then we will be finals bound. Under pressure? Get me out of 
here.  

Ashy 0.1 0.2 1.3 1.3 (9) Citizens 3.2 5.5 7.6 11.10 (76)  

Ashy Best: Perry, Robertson, Shinnick, Navaneetharaja, Bennett, Simpfendorfer, Toohey  

Ashy Goals: McCarthy 1 Ashy Points: (yes it really has come down to this – recording points) Leeds, Mithen, Simpfendorfer 1. 

	  
	  

	  

Under 12 
Black 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Greg	  Dixon	  

Brunswick	   	   0.0	   	  	  	  2.1-‐13	   2.2-‐14	   2.4-‐16	  

Ashburton	  B	  	   3.0-‐18	  	  	  4.1-‐25	   4.1-‐25	   6.4-‐40	  

Q1: Age group Under 12 Black 
Q2: Match Summary 
It was now or never as the U12 Black Cats made a stand for 
a top 4 spot and the Brunswick Dragons weren't giving up 

their spot without a fight and with a few sick boys we new we 
had a challenge in front of us. The 1st Quarter the boys 
came out swinging to lead with 3 unanswered goals.2nd 
quarter the Dragons come back fighting as the ball travelled 



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

up and down this oval this huge oval.3 Quarter only 1 point 
was scored as The Dragons flooded the play.4 Quarter we 
made space and kept control of the ball. 
Q3: Best players 
Jordan Culbert, Max Miller, Tom Wilson, Cam W, Cam P, 
Jack Alsop, Luke Caddy, Tom Z, Aidan Leiner, Lachie 
Aumuller, Angus Dixon 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
4 x Alex Temmhoff , Max Miller, Tom Wilson 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Alex Temmhoff's Kicking was a bit shaky on Sunday so any 
of his 4 goals were exciting, taking Alex to 22 goals this 
season and second place on the goal kicking ladder! 

Q6: Play of the day 
1st Centre break- Angus with Max and Jack pushing the ball 
up to Cal in CHF then to Alex in FF to score a goal in the first 
30 seconds. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Lost count how many contested marks Aidan took on the 
wing ! 
Q8: Top team player 
Angus Dixon for protecting his mates with hard bumps & 
tackles and passing off to better positioned redbacks on the 
move. 
Q9: Completed by Coach	  

Under 13  
Red 

	   	  
Coach:	  Gav	  Hynes	  

Ashburton	  R	  0.1-‐1	   0.3-‐3	   2.3-‐15	   5.3-‐33	  

Banyule	   1.1-‐7	   1.3-‐9	   3.3-‐21	   3.4-‐22 

Q1: Age group Under 13 Red 
Q2: Match Summary 
The boys lost a couple of players prior to the game (Browny 
& Guns) but were determined not to lose to the winless 
Banyule at Ferndale. The boys were slow to start but found 
their feet in the second half and the cream rise to the top. It 
was a great team effort and was great to see guys like Fordy, 
Tank and Tommy have good games. Our last game next 
week is against Fitzroy and there is no doubt we will finish off 
strong and show them that they are lucky we narrowly 
missed out on finals this season. Go Ashy! 
Q3: Best players 
Hynesy, Hulk, Tommy, Tank & Harro 
Q4: Goal Kickers 

Hynes, Tommy, Tank, Briggsy 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Hynesy with a running goal and Tommy with a great snap 
Q6: Play of the day 
We won the centre clearance with a quick kick out of the 
middle into the arms of Briggsy who quickly handballs to a 
running Hynesy who has a bounce and ran in and dobbed it 
from 30 out! That was the spark we needed! 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Harro with many! 
Q8: Top team player 
Hynesy 
Q9: Completed by Coach

Under 13 
Green 

	   	  
Coach:	  Ged	  Walsh	  

Surrey	  Park	  W	   2.1-‐13	   4.1-‐25	   9.1-‐55	   11.1-‐67	  

Ashburton	  G	  	   0.2-‐2	   	   0.4-‐4	   	   1.5-‐11	   2.6-‐18	  

	   	  

	  



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

Sherlock 
Wheelbarrows 

Under 13 
Black 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Tony	  Smith	  

Ashburton	  B	  	   2.1-‐13	   3.3-‐21	   5.4-‐34	   8.6-‐54	  

Fitzroy	  2	   	   0.0	   	   0.0	   	   2.0-‐12	   3.0-‐18	  

Q1: Age group 
• Under 13 Black 

Q2: Match Summary 
A smaller match report today for one very good reason. We 
were again set a job to do against the team that could 
displace us in second position and we systematically went 
about achieving that job under trying circumstances as a 
team. They made a decision early on to play the man and I 
was so impressed by the team to ignore it and play the ball. 
While we won comfortably in the end, the score didn’t show 
how hard we played or the methodical way that executed it. 
As usual Ryan Griffiths, Paul Byrne-Jones, Harrison Cutts, 
Dom O’Leary, Wilshy Khan, Luka McConchie, Steve Moffat 
and Harry Mounas were magnificent in defence, Sam 
Carmody, Nikita Politis, Jamie Torey, Johnny Hynes, Zac 
Gucciardo, James McLean and Ben Tricarico were fabulous 
in the midfield and Cam Serpell, Lachie Irwin, Harrison 
Boothey, Jackson Hribar, Will Smith, Will Drew, Jack Wyld, 
Eddie Georgelin and Tom Prior continue to work so well 
setting up the forward structure giving us the ability to 
capitalise on all the work up the ground. Like other weeks, 
we through the players around and most played dual roles. 
Byrne-Jones moving to the forward line did well on their 
running half back, Tricarico playing in front of the ball and 

half back was a highlight, Khan tagging and winning his own 
ball and Mounas playing through the middle doing a great 
job to name a few. We were under extreme pressure as the 
game was for second spot and we shone through winning 
8.6.54 to 3.0.18 A fantastic effort considering after round 6 
we were equal bottom on 1 win and 5 losses and now at 
Round 14 we are 8 wins 6 losses and second on the ladder 
Q3: Best players 
H. Cutts, D. O''leary, H. Mounas, J. McLean, J. Hribar, L. 
McConchie 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
W. Drew 3, J. Wyld 2, E. Georgelin, J. Hribar, B. Tricarico 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Jackson Hribar's breakthrough goal 
Q6: Play of the day 
Dom O'Leary or Luka McConchie both running at the ball in 
defence and seperately gathering and dodging players to 
clear the ball 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
James McLean running back with the ball at half forward 
Q8: Top team player 
Harrison Boothey playing his role to perfection this week 
Q9: Completed by Coach	  

	   	  



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

	  

SHARP 
COPIERS/D

DS 
Under 14 

Red 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Steve	  Worner	  

Ashburton	  R	  	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   3.9-‐27	  

Whitehorse	  Colts	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   9.11-‐65	  

Q1: Age group 
• Under 14 Red 

Q2: Match Summary 
The boys gave a good account of themselves for 3 and a bit 
quarters but could hit the scoreboard. Our conversion rate 
this year has been excellent so we set a high bar on this and 
as football goes sometimes things do not fall your way. We 
dominated parts of the day and Whitehorse would take their 
chances. The boys tacked hard and harassed and were not 
rewarded for their efforts. Coach was pleased with efforts 
just not good enough on a day where our co Captain Ryan 
Valentine and Sammy Dinneen played their 100th games. 
Q3: Best players 
George Bacolas, Jem Oner, Karl Worner, Brayden Fleming, 
Oscar Hunter, Fraser Rosman, Sam Martin, Josh Keble and 
Ryan Walsh. 
Q4: Goal Kickers 

Angus Wells 2 Ryan Valentine 1 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Wellsey two super snaps from limited chances and for a 
player who normally sees the other end of the ground. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Our onballers creative handball was good to watch and a 
sign of better football ahead 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Ethan Boal - strong overhead mark against some hostile 
defending 
Q8: Top team player 
Ryan Valentine - Took a heavy knock before half time yet 
came back not in the same condition to compete and do his 
best whilst not near 100 % 
Q9: Completed by Coach 

Under 14 
Green 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Paul	  Allen	  

Heidelberg	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   4.10-‐34	  

Ashburton	  G	  0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   6.2-‐38	  

Q1: Age group 
• Under 14 Green 

Q2: Match Summary 
A fantastic team performance on this day has seen the boys 
qualify for the finals. In this game they outplayed and 
outhunted top of the ladder Heidelberg with adherence to 
game plan & great concentration, finishing with 17 fit players 
and withstanding a final burst from the opposition to win by 
four points. Great credit to our players who all played their 

roles as required. This team has really improved and should 
believe that in the finals they can take on anyone. 
Q3: Best players 
Very much a team effort 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Jack H 3, Kieran 2, Sam P 1. 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Some great goals but Sam Ps snap in 3rd q on back of hard 
work from Ossie and great forward pressure was really 
important. 



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

Q6: Play of the day 
Late in 3rd quarter 2 goals up , John A & Phil worked 
together John intercepting yet another forward move with 
judgement and hardness, Phil shepherding and mopping up. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Jack H. Either of two great contested grabs in 2nd quarter. 
Q8: Top team player 

Kieran. Contested hard, tackled hard, set up a goal and 
kicked 2. His best game. 
Q9: Completed by Coach 
 
 
  

 

K&B Adams 
Under 14 

Black 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Leigh	  Muller	  

Ashburton	  B	  0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   7.7-‐49	  

North	  Brunswick	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   7.11-‐53	  

Q1: Age group 
Q1: Age group 

• Under 14 Black 
Q2: Match Summary 
Our last home game of 2016 on the Bottom oval at Burwood. 
Nth Brunswick looking to keep their finals hopes alive started 
well to be 22 points up at the first break. A five goal second 
quarter narrowed the margin to 6 points at half time. Both 
defences dominated the goal-less third quarter to set up a 
thrilling last 20 minutes. Ashy pushed hard, had their 
chances. Nth Brunswick defended well and counter attacked. 
Two goals each in a great quarter of football left the Blacks 4 
points down at the final siren. Thanks again to the boys 
playing up an age group and a second game to cover our 
injuries, Nate McNamara, Tom Filipovic, Seb Filipovic, 
James Woods, Jim McCarthy. 
Q3: Best players 
Quinn Schwarz, Billy Pinchbeck, Ted Mc Carthy, Kieran 
Yeates, Oscar King, Hayden Reed. 
Q4: Goal Kickers 

Hayden Reed 2, James Woods 2, Billy Pinchbeck 1, Quinn 
Schwarz 1, Ted Mc Carthy 1.. 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Billly Pinchbeck moved forward in the second quarter made 
an instant impact with a great snap. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Jack Parisi off full back line starts a string of handballs to put 
a shot on goal. Great running involving Ted McCarthy, Billy 
Pinchbeck, Quinn Schwarz, Jim McCarthy, Seb Filipovic and 
Hayden Reed. Shepherds from Darcy Fraser and Cooper 
Mayes on the way. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Hayden Reed under pressure a nice overhead mark and pin 
point kick to set up another forward move. 
Q8: Top team player 
Ted McCarthy outstanding work around the packs. Cooper 
Mayes marks and handballs to passing players. 
Q9: Completed by Coach 

	  
	  

PHYSIOWOR
KS 

Under 15 
Boys 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Ryan	  McDonough	  

Park	  Orchards	  R	   7.2-‐44	   10.7-‐67	   14.7-‐91	   17.12-‐114	  

Ashburton	   	   0.0	   	   0.0	   	   0.0	   	   0.0	  

	  



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

	  

Bendigo 
Bank 

Under 15 
Girls Red 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  David	  Cooper	  

Ashburton	  R	  0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   8.14-‐62	  

Banyule	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   4.3-‐27	  

Q1: Age group 
• Under 15 Girls Red 

Q2: Match Summary 
Ashy 8.14:62 Banyule 4.3:27 Girls raised the bar again 
against 3rd team. And playing there 1st game ever on the 
top oval. Ball use extremely well with hand passing and 
kicking and half time we had kept Banyule goal less. Due to 
having to change the team around to get some of the girls 
into the action they ended up playing different positions to 
what they would generally play. Hence our scoring wasn't as 
potent and the opposition kicked a few late goals. But the 
girls are switched on and marching towards there 2nd year of 
finals. Bring it on. 
Q3: Best players 
Steph Cooper Emerson Angove Georgia Wyett Sally and 
Jemma Sarah Mac 

Q4: Goal Kickers 
Emerson 2 Sally 2 Amy2 Sarah B 2 which should have been 
5 Margie 1 Rachel 1 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Amy Allen on the run from great hand in a clear forward line 
Q6: Play of the day 
All of the 1st Half 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Steph Cooper Over committed then arched her back like a 
gymnast. 
Q8: Top team player 
Elisha Gilbert never given up in the back line. 
Q9: Completed by Coach 
 

 

Sports Mouth Guard 	  
Under 15 Girls Green	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Kim	  Ledder	  

Blackburn	  R	  0.2-‐2	   	   1.5-‐11	   1.5-‐11	   2.5-‐17	  

Ashburton	  G	  4.3-‐27	   4.7-‐31	   8.12-‐60	   10.15-‐75	  

Q1: Age group 
• Under 15 Girls Green 

Q2: Match Summary 
A beautiful sunny winter day greeted us for our late morning 
game at the picturesque Eley Park in Blackburn. Our Ashy 
girls won convincingly to book a spot in the finals and secure 
a second semi final after cementing second spot on the 
ladder, 10.15 75 to 2.5 17, a 48 point win. Kim's knowledge 
of the Blackburn side was spot on as the early going saw 
their clean possession and excellent skills cause a few early 
concerns in the coaches box. A couple of missed 
opportunities early for Blackburn and the momentum started 
to shift. By the 10 minute mark our Ashy girls had settled into 
stride and our relentless attack on the ball and winning of the 

contested possessions resulted in the scoreboard pressure 
Kim was looking for as we booted 4 goals to nil to quarter 
time. It was a dominant 15 minutes and ultimately set up the 
win. An even second quarter resulted in a 20 point halftime 
lead as we hit the sheds for the all important coaches 
address. Whatever was said worked as the third quarter was 
played exclusively in our forward 50 and a 4 goal quater saw 
the lead extend to 49 points at the last break. In another 
great team performance it is unfair to single out individuals 
however the following are worth mentioning. Pia had a 
brilliant first half providing plenty of run and setting the 
standard for the win and by halftime had run out of puff. Not 
a bad effort considering she'd played netball before our 
game. Ella's aggression at the ball and winning contested 
possession was a standout in what was arguably her 



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

breakout game for the year, an ominous sign as we head to 
finals. The usual suspects of Eliza, Erin, and Alex B all 
played well, but this win was notable for the performances 
and leadership of our next tier of developing footballers. 
Charlie Bavage had a dominant first half at full forward and 
was responsible for holding the ball in our forward line and 
several goal assists. Proud dad Chris (assistant coach) had 
a quake in his voice as he yelled instructions from the 
sidelines. Charlie Lacy and Alex C both had great games 
and were everywhere across half forward as our weight of 
possession in the forward 50 continued to tell on the 
scoreboard after halftime. Elli and Erin kicked their first goals 
in footy which was a great thrill. Hard to believe that with 
Erin's ground dominance she'd never snagged a goal. I'm 
sure there are more to come. Sienna coughed her way to 
two handy goals and has stamped herself as one of our key 
forwards as we head towards finals. Back at home next week 
for our all important clash against Glen Iris in the lead in to 
finals. 

Q3: Best players 
Charlie B, Pia, Eliza and Georgia 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Respondent skipped this question 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Erin & Elli's maiden goals, followed by some excellent team 
celebrations! 
Q6: Play of the day 
How strong is Pia? A missed kick but doesn't give up, she 
chases down Blackburn with a to the ground tackle. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Charlie B, Great dependable hands 
Q8: Top team player 
Sophie Zarro, for an under age player, you have some guts 
& determination. Always trying your hardest for the team and 
listens to our instructions. You will be a force in 2017! 
Q9: Completed by Coach 

 
Colts Black 	   	  

Coach:	  Matthew	  Blizzard	  

Ashburton	  B	  3.4-‐22	   4.6-‐30	   6.14-‐50	   11.21-‐87	  

Preston	  Bullants	  2	   1.2-‐8	   6.5-‐41	   6.8-‐44	   8.8-‐56	  

	  

Noel Jones 
Colts Red 	  

	   	  
Coach:	  Brett	  Gatehouse	  

St	  Marys	  1	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   13.13-‐91	  

Ashburton	  R	  0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   1.4-‐10	  

	  

Q1: Age group 
• Colts Red 

Q2: Match Summary 
Our second last game for the season, and the second last 
game for our top age players - our boys were ready to give a 
strong St Marys team a red hot crack. However with only 18 
on the field playing a full St Marys bench we were behind 
before we even started. We were in for a tough day and St 
Marys were able to score the first few goals before we had 
woken up. A reckless tackle on the far side saw Cam 

Monaco knocked unconscious and a long pause in play 
while he recovered. Best of luck to Cam and his recovery, full 
all accounts hes doing well, just a mild concussion and a 
sore head! With Cam not joining us next week this was his 
last game in the red and green. Congrats at a fantastic 
career at Ashy Cam from under 9s all the way to colts a true 
clubman and a great player to watch and coach! 
Unfortunately this left us a man down on the field and made 
for a tough day around the ground. A credit to our backs who 
fought it out all day. Bucks gave us another BOG 



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

performance and truly showed why hes the best full back in 
the comp - giving his opponent and bath all day. In the third 
quarter to our credit we showed some tough resilience and 
cracked in harder than St Marys. A couple of tough efforts 
from Westy, Flynn Bav and cooper and in the middle had us 
dominating around the ground, but unable to score on the 
big ground with a spare St Marys player behind the ball. We 
ran the game out in the last quarter and thats all we could 
have asked when the cards were stacked against us. Our 
efforts even resulted in the our only goal of the game coming 
in the last quarter, with Jordy taking a strong mark and 
finishing a good string of play down the wing. Time to put the 
loss behind us and enjoy this last week of junior footy for the 
majority of these boys. Fair to say the coaches are very 
proud of the effort from the boys this year - we just ask for 
one more big effort to finish the year on a high. Get to one 
last training and hopefully we can finish the season with a 
win over Camberwell. 

Q3: Best players 
Buckley, West, Siassios, Bavage, Wyett 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Jord Arazi 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Tough to pick but Jordys mark and goal really stood out from 
all the others we kicked.. 
Q6: Play of the day 
A couple of back to back efforts from West on the wing, 
laying a big tackle and then following up with not only one 
smother, but two. Excellent second and third efforts! 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Respondent skipped this question 
Q8: Top team player 
Westy and Flynny 12 tackles between them according to our 
stats really led the way with effort and pressure. 
Q9: Completed by Assistant Coach

	  
 

Youth 
Girls 

	   	  
Coach:	  Andrew	  Scott	  

	  
Ashburton	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   7.9-‐51	  

Glen	  Iris	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   4.9-‐33	  

Q1: Age group 
• Youth Girls 

Q2: Match Summary 
3rd placed Ashy faced off against 2nd placed Glen Iris with 
these two teams splitting their first two games earlier in the 
season. 9 out of the game's 11 goals were scored at the 
Southerly end, so despite kicking 1 goal 5 behinds in the 1st 
quarter to the Gladiators 3 goals 2 behinds, at quarter time 
there was a sense that the Redbacks would make better use 
of scoring opportunities in the 2nd quarter. Millie, Victoria & 
Lyssie were effective around the game and the defence kept 
holding Glen Iris at bay. 3 goals to 0 in the 2nd quarter 
enabled Ashy to build a handy half time lead. Playing 18 a 
side for the 1st time in nearly two months, made scoring 
difficult for both sides as the game became a tug of war, with 
fatigue setting in given Ashy had no bench players. Crucially 
we went one goal apiece in the 3rd quarter thus with the 
wind behind our back in the final quarter and a 9 point lead, 
Ashy looked primed for a crucial win. Glen Iris stacked their 
backline in the final quarter and thus they regularly repelled 
our forward pressure. Steph converted a long range set shot 
with 5 minutes to go which finally gave us some much 
needed breathing room. Full credit to Glen Iris, their kicking 

let them down, thus if we meet again in the finals we can 
expect another arm wrestle as the two teams match up well 
against each other. 
Q3: Best players 
Millie Vic Lyssie 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Vic x 3 Millie Steph Tayla 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Steph's late goal under pressure from a set shot from the 40 
meter line. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Chloe dropping back into the defensive goal square and 
taking a pressured mark that saved a goal early in the match. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Tayla - took a hotly contested overhead mark in the goal 
square which she duly converted for our only goal of the 1st 
quarter. 
Q8: Top team player 
Millie - copped a few savage bumps, but she kept dusting 
herself off and bravely put herself in the firing line with her 
willingness to win the contested ball for her team.



	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

Scuba 
Culture 

Under 8 Red 	   	   	  
Coach:	  Scott	  Blackman	  

	  
It was an early start for everyone with the photo's at 7:45am.  The kids looked great but a few of the parents were perhaps dragging 
their feet.  The patience of the photography lady severely tested by a number of parents pulling faces through the slat 
windows.....really children!!! 
 
The early photos of course meant we had nearly 45minutes before game time - so the warm-up was taken to a whole new level.  A 
couple of coach's addresses in the change rooms, goal kicking drills, criss-cross handball and single lane ball skills, the boys had 
done it all by the time the siren to start the game finally sounded..... 
 
BANG! Out of the blocks our Scuba Culture Ashy Reds jumped and the Sharks were clearly shell-shocked.  Immense pressure on 
the ball carriers caused multiple turn-overs, and Rauiri found himself in familiar territory as he slammed home numerous opening 
quarter majors!  It was a stunning 10minutes of football from the whole team, including a sensational 1 handed mark from Torben 
just to top it all off.  Great to have Luca back this week too and he repeatedly drove the ball into our forward line to set up goals. 
The boys came in on a high and the challenge was to repeat the dose...which they did!  An equally sublime 2nd quarter by all 
players which was undoubtedly our best half of football for the season.  Amongst the many highlights were Jumping Jacks big 
marks up forward, as well as a desperate horizontal tackle by Lachy L that was duly awarded holding the ball and he calmly slotted 
it home. 
 
A change of coach for the Sharks at half time, as well as a new central umpire seemed to do the trick.  The 2nd half became a 
great battle with both teams taking control at different times.  We were really proud of how our Ashy boys responded when 
challenged and it allows us to take great confidence into our last game. 
Keep moving the ball on quickly when we have it boys and make sure we create pressure by manning up when they have it. 
 
The award winners this week: 
 
Player of the week Award:  Isaac Shortill - warmed in to the game and played a great last quarter in the backline when the Sharks 
were pressing hard. 
Coaches Award:  Lachy Barker - his defensive work at manning up created numerous turnovers in the 2nd quarter and his run and 
carry in the midfield was excellent. 
Mark of the day:  Jack Davidson - Wow - what a great 2nd quarter from jumping Jack who took 2 big grabs in as many minutes 
and gave us a great target up forward. 
Sharing Award:  Oscar Ormsby - the boy with the sore back played like a man possessed in the first half in particular and set up 
many of our early goals through his distribution.  Strategically rested in the last quarter to ensure he is right for the local Derby 
(sorry Peter) this week. 

	  

L.ARTHUR 
TRANSPORT 
Colts Green 	   	   	  

Coach:	  Simon	  Brownhill	  

Ashburton	  G	  	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   11.4-‐70	  

Camberwell	  2	   0.0	   0.0	   0.0	   10.9-‐69	  
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